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During the day you will be featuring in these major attraction game shows:  

 

Madventures is an originally Finnish travel documentary television series that concentrates on 

backpacking in the most off-the-beaten-path destinations on the planet, now in Nuuksio Finland! This is a 

mad rubber boat adventure!  Game leader: Guide Mika Aronen 

 

Big Brother has become the largest reality TV show in the world. The idea is that group of people, who've 

never met before, are suddenly catapulted into the Big Brother “house” where they must share things 

about themselves and get to know each other.  Game leader:  ? 



 

The Amazing Race is a reality television game show in which teams’ race around the world in competition 

with other teams. Contestants strive to arrive first at "pit stops" at the end of each leg of the race. Teams 

travel to multiple pit stops one by one and perform the assignment or test on set. The scores will be 

marked to the scorecard and at the end the winning team will be declared in the “rose ceremony” at the 

end of the day. 

Pit Stops:  

The team must form a queue where everybody is facing the same direction. 

Secret symbol will be shown to the person standing at the end of the queue and he/she will tattoo the 

symbol to the person’s back standing in front of her/him with the wrong end of a pen. The idea is that 

only the last one of the queue will actually see the symbol and others will have to detect it when it is 

drawn to their backs. Then the next tattoo artist on line will do the same and so on. Person standing first 

in queue will then “tattoo” the symbol to a piece of paper. The team that will able to tattoo the symbol 

closest to the original will be the winner group. Game leader:  ? 

Who will become an apprentice of Donald Trump? Team must form a queue 

and the first person holds a briefcase. When time starts the person in turn must run the marked path and 

bring the briefcase to the next one in line. It’s a relay race where the fastest team will get the points. Run 

fast, your whole career is in stake!  Game leader: ? 

 Who will be brave enough to taste our fear factor cuisine? Points 

will be awarded by the number of tasters and also when identifying the delicacy: cheese bread, Blue 

berry, Raspberry, Mämmi. Game leader: ? 



During the survivor pit stop the tribe will face a challenge which consists of 

problem solving, teamwork and willpower. There is a questionnaire of most famous movie quotes which 

the tam must solve.  Game leader: ? 

Suurin pudottaja, “the biggest looser” is a game where each team member will try 

to drop cans from a stand with cones. Each can dropped will bring the team a point.  Game leader: ? 

 

This is a talent show that might feature singers, dancers, magicians, 

comedians and other performers. Talent of Metropolia Business School is chosen at the end of this day at 

the rose ceremony. During this pit stop the group must decide who will represent your group in a talent 

show finale. Come up with a “special talent” that you have and perform it to your group. Remember it 

can be anything! Chose the “best talent” and mark it to the list found from pit stop (performers 

name/stage name and the name of the act).  

 

Hungry? Try our own master chef’s delicacy during the lunch break. 

 

Rose Ceremony and talent show 

 



 


